New Celebrity Couple? Reality
TV Stars Josh Murray and
Ashley
Iaconetti
Party
Together in NYC

By Emma L. Wells
Last Monday, The Bachelorette season 10 winner Josh Murray and
The Bachelor season 19 contestant Ashley Iaconetti were seen
with a large group partying in New York City, prompting rumors
that these reality TV stars are a new celebrity couple. Murray
posted a picture of the mostly gal group on his Instagram,
saying, “Had a great time, NYC, it’s always nice meeting new
friends.” Only Iaconetti and one other woman were tagged in
the shot of 13 party-goers. People.com reported that Murray
was in New York working for fitness and nutrition brand
AdvoCare. Despite sitting close and looking like a cute
famous couple, both Murray and Iaconetti insist they aren’t
dating.

These two reality TV stars have
denied being a celebrity couple,
but
given
their
similar
experiences, we think they’d be a
good pair! Find out how a common

background
can
help
your
relationship and love be a success.
Cupid’s Advice:
We’ve all heard that opposites attract. While a little
disparity in a relationship can add some spice, being with
someone who shares a similar history is a strong foundation
for a new relationship and love. Cupid explains why below:
1. You have a better understanding: People are a product of
their experiences. Understanding someone’s experiences
firsthand will help you better understand them and their
intentions. Being on a reality TV dating show is not something
a lot of people can realate to, which is one reason why Murray
and Iaconetti could potentially match well as a celebrity
couple.
Related Link: ‘The Bachelorette’ Winner Josh Murray Says He
Doesn’t Miss Celebrity Ex Andi Dorfman
2. You share a common perspective: In most cases, having a
similar background means that you will also have a similar
perspective on certain issues. Whether it be politics,
religion, finances, or family, when you share the same
opinions, you’ll be able to communicate better. These types of
discussions can be difficult to have, but if you’re of the
same mind, you’ll come to an agreement much easier.
Related Link: ‘The Bachelor’ Season 19 Contestants Treat a
Relationship and Love with Chris Soules Like a Game
3. There’s an easier learning curve: If you are from different
ways of life (religiously, culturally, socio-economically,
etc.), it doesn’t mean your relationship and love won’t
succeed, but it does mean that you’ll have to take more time
and effort to learn about your beau’s background. When you

date someone who has shared experiences, you get to skip
that step.
Do you think these two reality TV stars would make a good
celebrity couple? Tell us below!

